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INTRODUCI'ION 
Gezleratioaofslmp natron pulses is the desired output of a pulsed 
spallation neutron source (PSNS). These pulses should be 
qpxhately 10 p. wide at halfmaximum, and preserve as much 
of the original flux as possible. A proposed PSNS has been 
designed to operate at an average proton beam power of 5 MW. 
This source is described in a companion paper (Ludewig, 1996), 
and in a Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) report (BNL 
Repat, 1994). Briefly, the PSNS consists of a heavy metal target, 
sunounded by a reflector, and a selection of moderators. The 
naoderatonareconnectedtobeamtubesinwhichtheneutronsare 
transported to the experimental stations. Renectors are generally 
made ofgoodmoderating material, in whichneutrons l eak ingh  
the target are slowed down by elastic scatterin& prior to 
moderation. In the cment study it is proposed to investigate the 
possibilityafusing~~umichslowneu~~downbyinelastic 
scattering rather than elastic scattering. In a purely inelastic 
scattering medium neutron pulses leaking h m  the heavy metal 
target will tend to preseme their original shape inboth energy and 
time, since: 

3) 

Arelativelylargeloss inneutronenergyfollowingthefirstfew 
inelastic interactions which bring the neutron pulse down to 
below the inelastic threshold, 
Following this inelastic Scattering phase there will be a 
relatively d amount of energy loss due to elastic scattering, 
since these nuclei are heavy and not very efficient moderators, 
and 
The time structure is preserved because there are a relatively 
small number of scattering events involved in the slowing 
down process. 

*This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. 
Department of Energy 

OSTI  

Tbeccmcept of using an inelastic scattering medium as adkctor 
is not new. Lead was studied as a reflector in connecfion with the 
SNQ project (Bauer, 1989, and measuremeats of its efficiency 
have been reported (Bauer, 1982). However, the inelastic 
Scattaing cross-section of lead has a comparatively high threshold 
of approximately 1 MeV, and thus the spectrum of inelastically 
scatterednartrons ma leadmedium would have a pronounced peak 
at this energy. In this paper we propose to investigate the use of 
compounds which have inelastic Scattering thresholds at lower 
eaergiies. Inthiscase,~pulseofneutronsen~gthemoderators 
willnothavetoundergoasmanyscatteringeveatinthemoderator 
to achieve a thermalized spectrum. The fluorine nuclw has an 
inelastic scattering threshold at approximately 100 keV, and thus 
COQIPOUIIL1S affluorine will be investigated as possiile refl&ors or 
prsmodetatorsinasimpletarget,reflectorandmoderatorsystem. 

mthisstudy. Leadfluoridecanbeobtainedunnmercially,eitherin 

in CoMecfiOn with fusion reactor blankets. 

FIunine-afbothlesd audberylliumwill beinve!itigated 

ays&llineasinteredform;andbeIylliumfluoridehasbeenstudied 

Pulse broadening in energy, thus largely takes place in the 
moderating volumes located in the reflector. Slowing down in 
reflectors which are pure elastic scattering media cause the pulse 
shape to broaden in energy, and develop a low energy tail. This 
broadening is due to the very &cient slowing down power of the 
light nuclei characteristic of these materials. 

In this paper we will examine the effect of mereat reflectors and 
protonpulse lengths on the neutron pulses in the moderators. This 
study will be carried out using a simple target conliguration. In this 
way effeds introduced by complicated target arrangements can be 
avoided All the analyses presented in this paper were carried out 



UsingtheLAHETcode system(LCS). This code system c o d  of 
two major modules: 

1) LAHET, a mod3ed version of the HETC intranuclear cascade 
code for evaluations above 20 MeV, and 

2) HMCNP, a modified version of the well known MCNP 
transport code for calculations from 20 MeV down to thermal 
energies. 

Bothnxx€ules ernploy a combinatorial surface/cell specitidon of 
the problem geometry which permits modeling of the target 

employs nuclear data h m  the ENDF/B files in essentially 
unapproximated point-wise form which avoid the complications 
associated with generation of p u p  cross sections. 

amii~ianswithminimalappro>cimations. In additimHMcNP 

In addition, the thermal-mechanical effects of the proton pulse 
length on the target will be discussed. These .effects take the form 
of t h d  stress enhancement due to shock waves which are 
geantedwhen proton pulses length are comparable to the natural 
fresuency of target elements. 

PROTON PULSE LENGTH IMPLICATIONS 
In this section the effect of the proton pulse length and reflector 

type on the moderator neutron pulse length and relative amplitude 
will be outlined. In order to cany out this study a simple target 
arrangement will be considered. It will consist of the following 
components: 

1) ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ e a v y m e t a l t a r g e t 1 5 C m O D x 1 0 0 c m L ,  
2) cylindridrefl&sumxnadrn . g the tungsten target 50 cm OD 

x 100 CmL, 
3) Two moderators (light water and liquid hydrogen) embedded 

inthereflector. 

A section through this target an-angement is shown on Figure 1. 
The proton energy in all cases will be 2 GeV. A Gaussianpulse 
shape with widths varying h m  1.2 (-6)* s - LO(-3) s is assumed. 
The tbree Werent reflectors assessed inthis study are: 

The neutron slowing down mech8Illsn * in this selection of 
moderators varieshm essentially all inelastic scattering (PbFJ, to 
p~elasticscattering~,O).Berylliumfluorideusesamixtureof 
both idastic and elastic scattering for neutron slowing down. The 
inelastic Scattering cross section for fluorine and lead are shown on 
Figure 2. Thus the inelastic slowing down scattering cross section 
for PbF, is finite over an energy range fiom 10 MeV to 0.1 MeV. 

*1.2(-6) = 1.2x10d 

Neutron slowing down due to elastic sca#ering with PbF, is not 
very eflicimt, and is not expected to contribute much to the slowing 
down spectrum. Heavy water is the most efficient at slowing 
neutrons down by elastic scattering of the reflectors being 
considered. 

Results of the analyses are shown on Table 1. From these results 
the following conclusions can be drawn: 

1) The shortest proton pulses result in neutron pulses with the 
largest amplitudes for the IE,O moderator, regardless of 
reflector. 

2) In the case dthe  liquid hydrogen moderator the neutron pulse 
length does not decrease monotonically, but stays 
approximately constant and then decreases in all cases. In 
addition, it should be noted that for the long pulse option a 
heavywaterrenectoryieldsthehighestne~~pulse. 

3) Lead fluoride redlector results in the largest neutron pulse 
amplitude,forbothmoderatorsconsidered. 

The neutron pulse widths at halfmaximum for the light water 
moderator are shown on Table 2. These results show that using a 
PbF, reflector results in a neutron pulse width which is 
approximately 75% as narrow as a similar pulse using a D,O 
reflector. The fractional W m  between the pulses 
correspondingtoaPbF, refktorandaD,Oreflectorareshownon 
Figure 3. T h e M d  change is positive up to 1.0(-4) s, and then 
becomes negative, approaching -1.0. This result shows that the 
pulse corresponding to the PbF, reflector rises faster than that 
carrespondingtotheD,Oreflector. Inaddition,theresultindicates 
thattbepulse- ' to the PbF, moderator dies away faster 
than the one to the D20 reflector. Finally, a study 
was carried out oftbe effect of poisoning ('9) the moderator on the 
neutron pulse width and the wmqmdmg pulseamplitude. 
Variousmethodsofreducingthepulsewidthhavebeenstudiedin 
tbepast lksincludetheadditionofahomogenouspohtothe 
moderator, decoqling the modemtor, or the addition of 
heterogeneous poisons. Of these methods the addition of a 
homogeneous poison is the least &cient since it results in a 
recfuction dthe amplitude of the peak (Fluharty, 1%9). However, 

vari0usme-bd.s of shapingtheneutronpulse; it was found that the 
addition of boric acid to light water was twice as good as an 
uqoisad~andleshafactoroftwo(Fluharty ,  1969) 
worse thantheheterogene.ouslypoisonedmoderator. Inaddition, 
the difference inFOMfor boric acid poisoned moderators and the 
heterogeneously poisoned moderators decreased with decreasing 
nam~nmergy. Basedontheseresults,andtheeqloratorynature 
dtfieanalysktbehcmgnxmmethodofpoisoningthemoderator 
was chose for investigation. These results are shown on Table 2 
andFigure 4. Tfaeresvlts shown in Figure 4 m integrated over the 
moderator volume and h m  .021 eV to .0253 eV. 

bYV*- determined figures of merit @OM) for 



Table 2 shows the variation in the width, amplitude, and time of 
the peak with the increased addition of 'OB. The amount of '$ 
added to the light water moderator is measured in units of water 
absorption. Thus, emugh'0B isaddedto the moderator to equal ten 
times and sfty times the original absorption cross section of light 
water. It is seen that the pulse width can be reduced h m  8.0(-5) 
s to 1.0(-5) s. However, the pulse amplitude is reduced by 
approximately a factor of five at the same time. 

The neuhn energy spectrum integrated over the respective 
volhes  of the target (tungsten), d e c t o r  (read fluoride), and 
moderators are shown inFigures 5 - 8. It is seen that the tungsten 
target neutron energy spectrum peaks at approximately .44 MeV 
with a tail extending to 20.0 MeV. The spectrum in the reflector 
peaks at .022 MeV - .066 MeV with a lesser peak at 1.2 MeV. 
However, its fairly tight structure in energy is the result of the 
inelastic slowing down mechanism characteristic of this reflector. 
Intbe;light water moderator there is a broad peak at approximately 
0.057 eV. Finally, in the liquid hydrogen moderator there is a 
pronounced peak at 0.009 eV. 

Finally, the tempod variation of the integrated neutron flux which 
comqods to the maximumneutron pulse amplitude in the various 
components is shown in Figures 9 and 10 for two proton pulses 
(1.2(4) s and 1 .O(-3) s)). It is seen that for the short proton pulse, 
the neutron pulse in the heavy metal target and the rdector are 
clearly separated h m  the pulses in the moderators. In the case 
where a longer proton pulse is used the neutron pulses in the heavy 
metal target and heavy water moderator essentially overlap. 

In addition to af6ecting the neutron pulse width, the proton pulse 
width also has implications for the mechanical performance of the 
target The length of the proton pulse determines the time during 
whichtheeaergyinthepulseisdepositedinthetarget Thisinturn 
determiraetherateatwhiwfiichthetargettemperaturerises. Ifthisrise 
is exlmnely rapid a stress wave can be generated, which enhances 
ihesteadystatethemalstressesduetotemperaturegradients. This 
dynamic problem arises h m  the inability of the target elements to 
q r m d  m unison with the temperature rise because of mass inertia 

This problem has been recognized by various investigators 
(Bwgreq 1962, Sievers, 1974, Conrad, 1994). Time depenht 
stresses for spheres subjected to temperahue pulses of various 
duration have been studied (Burgreen, 1962), and can be 
characterized by the following relationship: 

u = E a AT F(t) 
where, 

E = Youngmodules 
a = Coefficientofthermalexpansion 
AT = Temperahueincrease 
F(t) = Function of time 

The variation of F(t) with time determines the magnitude of the 
thermal-mechanical stress exhncement It has been shown 
(Burgreen, 1962) that the value of F(t) is a strong function of 
Tpflf, where: 

Tp = Periodofthetemperaturepulse 
Tf = Fundamentalperiodofthesphere 

For values of Tp/Tf less than unity the stress enhancement at the 
center of the sphere can become extremely large. These stresses 
have no shear components, and are purely compressive in nature. 
The maximum stress enhancement for T p R H  is estimated to be 
approximately 3.7. The tmgsten sphere diameter chosen in the 
currentBNL.targetdesign(BNLReporf 1994)isbasedon 
Tpfll+l, thus a modest stress &cement is expeded during 
operation with a proton pulse width of 1.4 micro-sec. However, 
the spheres are expected to survive many pulses without a fatigue 
Mure. 

Other target components such as windows and internal target 
structures are also subject to the same transient stresses. By 
examining the expression for the transient stresses it is seen that 
they can be rmiuhiaed, for a given proton pulse width by 

choosing a material which absorbs a small hct ion of the proton 
beameacrgy. Thesematetials arc characterized by a low value for 
the number of electrons per unit volume. Allays with a low 
expansion coefticient a have been created, i.e. "Invaf' a nickel 

judicious choice of materials. 

minimin'npATora. ThevalueofATcanbe ' *  * X I  bY 

alloy. Thusthetransientthermalstressescanbe * .  ' A  bY 

As the value of Tp/Tf increases beyond unity the stress wave 
problemis- Thisimease can be effected by increasing the 
lengthofthepro~pulseordecreasingthefun~entalperiodaf 
the target element. Decmues in the value of Tf an detamtned - by 
thesized~targetelementandthevel~ityafsoundinthetarget 
material Thus decreases in Tf are limited by physical propoedes 
and component size. A value of T p n H  results in essentially no 
stressenhrmcementduetotbermalmechanicaleffects. Thisimplies 
that increasing the proton pulse to approximately 7 micro-sec, for 
the current particle bed target design, would essentially eliminate 
the transient sttess problem. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The following wnclusions can be drawn h m  this comparative 

~a f~pu l se l eng thsand the i r~ec t son theneu t ronpu l ses :  

1) The result of using a short proton pulse lengths (- 1.0(-6) s) 

1.1)Moderatorneutronpulseswithlarger amplitudes, 
1.2) Neutron pulses which have a narrower width at half 

maximum; and which rise faster, and die away faster, 
1.3) Neutron pulses in the heavy metal target and reflector 

are: 



which do not overlap the neutron pulse in the moderator. 

2) The use of longer proton pulses (- 1.0(-3) s) are: 
2.1) Removal of the thmal-mechanical shock enhauced 

stresses in the target components, 
2.2) Potentially more reliable operation and the possibility 

of a larger number of target design options. 
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Proton Pulse (s) 
1.2 (-6) 
5.0 (-5) 
5.0 (4) 
1.0 (-3) 

Proton Pulse (s) 
1.2 (-6) 
5.0 (-5) 
1 .o (-3) 

Proton Pulse (s) 
1.2 (-6) 
5.0 (-5) 
1.0 (-3) 

* 1.2 (-6) = 1.2 x lod 

Proton Pulse Width 
1.2 (-6) 
1.0 (-3) 

TABLE 1. NEUTRON PULSE HEIGHT 
(Relative Unites) / P 

LE4D FLUORIDE REFUCTOR 
MODERATOR 

G O  (0.0253 ev) 
3.5 (-07) 
2.9 (.010) 
0.96 (.014) 
0.53 (.016) 

L€& (0.00405 ev) 
0.59 (.011) 
0.62 (.013) 
0.29 (.016) 
0.18 (.018) 

BERYLLIUM FLUORIDE REFLECTOR 
MODERATOR 

K O  (0.0253 ev) 
2.4 (-009) 
2.2 (.012) 
0.43 (.017) 

HE4 W WATER REFLECTOR 
MODERATOR 

K O  (0.0253 ev) 
1.6 (.010) 
1.5 (.014) 
0.38 (.018) 

LFE, (0.00405 ev) 
0.56 (.012) 
0.56 (.014) 
0.18 (.018) 

LFE, (0.00405 ev) 
0.48 (.013) 
0.49 (.015) 
0.25 (.015) 

TABLE2. NEUTRONPULSEWIDTHATHALFMAXIMUM 

LIGHT WATER MODERATOR 
REFLECTOR 

(SI 

Poison Concentration 
(In multiples of -0 abs.) 

1.0 
10.0 
50.0 

LeadFlWIiCle 
8.0 (-5) 
6.2 (4) 

Heavywater 
1.3 (4) 
8.0 (4) 

ERFECT OFPOISON ONMODERATOR PERFORMANCE 
LEAD E UORIDE REXECTOR 
LIGHT WATER MODERATOR 

Width 
(SI 

8.0 (-5) 

1.0 (-5) 
2.5 (-5) 

Relative Amplitude 

3.5 (.007) 
2.3 (.010) 
0.8 (.033) 

Time of Peak 
6) 
1.9 (-5) 
1.3 (-5) 
7.6 (-6) 
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Figure 1. Simple Target Configuration 
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Figure 2. Inelastic Scattering Cross Section for Fluorine and Lead 
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Figure 3 - Fractional Change in Pulse Amplitude 
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Figure - 5 Neutron Energy Spectrum in 
Tungsten Target 
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Figure 4 - Neutron Pulse In Light Water Moderator 
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